Learn to live
hospitality.
Hospitality and service orientation are a
matter of mentality, and are the essence
of customer loyalty. Christine Friedreich’s
lectures will help you explore this further.

www.friedreich.at
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CHRISTINE’S TARGET GROUPS

Anyone who cares about service as
much as she does. That includes
creative thinkers, entrepreneurs,
executives, organizations,
associations and their employees.

Lectures given in Austrian
German, German and English!

Lecture Topics
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Score!
Impress guests with these
extraordinary game changers.
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Service Trumps All
Set yourself apart play the Service card!

3

MAIN TOPICS
Hospitality und Service Design
Marketing und communikation
The Customer Journey
Customer Satisfaction
Creativity
Future and change management

Making Waves of
Enthusisasm

The content is individually tailored to your needs

Create an atmosphere that

added value for you and your employees.

and wishes so that we can offer the best possible

sends customers through the roof.

INQUIRIES AND BOOKING
Christine Friedreich is looking forward to a phone

Julia Timmelmayer

call or consultation appointment with you!

+ 43 664 166 71 06
j.timmelmayer@friedreich.at
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LECTURE

Score!
Impress guests with these extraordinary game changers.

ABSTRACT

LECTURE CONTENT

The Football World Cup is one of the world's

How to get the ball rolling on such an

largest sporting events. Being in charge of

exciting project

hospitality during this mega event, and in a
foreign culture, brought challenges and exciting
moments.
How can we inspire a team of people spread out
over thousands of square kilometers?

Service the VIP & VVIP crowd at the World Cup
in Russia
The challenge of a lifetime: managing 12 cities
and stadiums

What unites international guests and customers

What makes Russian guests tick and how they

despite cultural differences?

are different from other guests

In this lecture, you will learn what makes

What unites all guests, despite their cultural

projects like these so unique and how you can

differences

make personalized service tangible and palpable

The challenge of inspiring Russian service

regardless of the size of your organization/

personnel

company.
Suit up and hit the field for an array of
unforgettable service game changers.

How to assert yourself in this male-dominated
environment
The building blocks needed to implement a
successful project
Small details that make the big difference
The penalty kick that decides the game

TARGET AUDIENCE
Executive directors, Customer service managers, Service directors, Marketing managers,
Organizers
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LECTURE

Service Trumps All
Set yourself apart - play the Service card!

ABSTRACT
Today, service plays a crucial role when it comes
to setting yourself apart, mostly because of
digitization. Many products can be compared to
others anytime, anywhere.
Authentic service can help you stand out from
the crowd and inspire your guests and customers.
With this presentation, you’ll get to sneak a peek
at the service expert’s cards. She’ll provide you

LECTURE CONTENT
Using service as the ace up your sleeve
Tailored hospitality moments are your customer
satisfaction joker
If not now, when? How to play your
personalized service trump card
Forget the poker face - how employees win
with authenticity

with inspirational ideas and game rules that you,

Why the first and last moments are the ones

too, can use to play the game.

that can turn the game around
Slip gracefully into your customer's shoes,
without revealing your cards
Reshuffle your service cards and dominate
the game

TARGET AUDIENCE
Executive directors, Key account managers, Service employees, Product managers,
Marketing managers
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LECTURE

Making Waves of Enthusiasm
Create an atmosphere that sends customers through the roof

ABSTRACT

LECTURE CONTENT

Atmosphere plays an important role in the

Creating atmosphere without a multitude of

wellbeing of customers. That’s why it’s important

specialists

to take a closer look at the topic.

Less is more – keep it simple to wow your

As a service and hospitality expert, Christine

customers

Friedreich also considers the right atmosphere

Transforming a room in the blink of an eye

and how it helps trigger waves of enthusiasm.
In this lecture, she’ll provide inspiration for
hands-on practice that you can implement
directly to create visible change.

The master excels in the scarcity of resources – the
thrill of making a big impact on a small budget
Four elements that bring about visible change
The host as the most important part of the
atmosphere

TARGET AUDIENCE
Executive directors, Service directors, Event managers, Marketing managers, Organizers,
Facility managers

